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Electroencephalography (EEG) is a method for recording electrical activity in the brain by 

placing several electrodes along the scalp, often in the form of a cap [1]. It provides a reliable 

measure of neural activity along the surface of the brain, with high temporal resolution. It is 

also the most commonly used neuroscience method in advertising research and in the 

marketing industry due to its lower cost (relative to fMRI for measuring neural activations), 

lower complexity, and noninvasiveness [2]. 

EEG SIGNAL AND RELATIONSHIP TO 
BRAIN ACTIVITY 
Neurons in the brain communicate via electrical impulses (called action potentials) which are 

transmitted through axons. Each neuron can produce multiple action potentials in sequence 

resulting in rhythmic oscillations, which in turn form the basis of information transfer in the 

brain. Critically, an ensemble of neurons can also produce oscillations when the firing patterns 

of several neurons get synchronized (action potentials produced by the individual neurons 

add up). This synchronized activity feeds into other cortical areas, resulting in larger-amplitude 

oscillations or local field potentials. Using a series of electrodes (typically ranging from 64 to 

256 to obtain reliable whole-brain coverage; lesser if one is focused only a subset of 

measures) located on the scalp, EEG can then measure these oscillations or brain waves as 

they are commonly referred to. Therefore, EEG activity refers to summation of response from 

the synchronized activity of a group of neurons that all have similar spatial orientation – 

electric potentials from a single neuron are too small to be picked up on the scalp. In general, 

oscillations are characterized by their amplitude, frequency, phase, origin and location on the 

scalp and EEG can reveal oscillatory activity in several different frequency bands as 

discussed below. Since voltage fields fall off with the square of distance, EEG provides less 

reliable measures from subcortical and deep brain structures, relative to higher-level cortical 

areas. In other words, the EEG recordings are precise in their timing, but it’s difficult to extract 

their exact origin deeper within the brain.  

SPECTRUM ANALYSES OF EEG DATA 
The conventional and popular method of analysis of EEG data is a spectrum analysis, based 

on information contained in the frequency domain of the EEG waveform. These analyses are 

particularly popular in experimental designs that are more common to consumer research and 

marketing given the use of more dynamic and continuous stimuli (e.g., TV ads, video content, 

customer journey) [3]. The focus of the spectrum analyses is to decompose the EEG signal 

into its different component frequency bands using a Fourier Transform and statistical 

analyses and estimate the global field power (GFP) within each of the bands. The common 

frequency bands include delta (1-3.5 Hz), theta (4-7.5 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (13-25 Hz), 
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and gamma (26-40 Hz) bands. The various frequency brands are linked to different cognitive 

states like awareness and consciousness. For e.g., the various stages of sleep are often 

characterized by the spectral content, ranging from beta waves in alert wakefulness to delta 

in deep sleep. 

The low-frequency (<1 Hz) delta rhythms are commonly generated in sleep directly in the 

cortex and reflects the cortical reorganization of waking circuits [4]. Besides cortical sources, 

generation of delta oscillations have also been related to spontaneous activity of the ventral 

tagmental area and nucleus accumbens, areas implicated in the brain reward system. These 

oscillations result in synchronized input to other cortical regions, which in turn shape behavior 

and action. Therefore, delta oscillations play a critical role in motivation, rewards and salience 

detection [5]. Similarly, there also exist multiple theta generators in the human brain, which 

facilitate the integration of the limbic system activity with activity of the brainstem, the 

hypothalamus, and the neocortex [6]. Theta oscillations have been found to correlate with a 

great variety of behavioral, cognitive and emotional variables but their main contribution 

seems to be related to memory and emotion regulation. 

The earliest and best-known band is the alpha band (8-12 Hz) which is associated with 

relaxed wakefulness and can be detected in the occipital lobe [7]. The alpha spectrum is 

therefore commonly associated with cognitive processes like attention and memory, 

particularly within the occipital regions. Critically, these signals are inhibitory in nature and 

facilitate selective attention by actively suppressing distracting stimuli. On the other hand, 

frontal alpha is often associated with motivation and emotions. One particularly popular 

measure in decision making and market research is the Frontal Alpha Asymmetry (FAA), 

which refers to difference between frontal alpha activity in the left and right hemispheres. 

According to Davidson’s influential approach-withdrawal motivational model of emotion, the 

left- and right-anterior brain regions are part of two separate neural systems underlying 

approach and withdrawal motivation, respectively [8]. Extending this framework, approach 

related emotions (e.g., joy and anger) have been found to be associated with relatively greater 

left frontal activation, whereas withdrawal-related emotions (e.g., disgust and fear) are 

associated with relatively greater right frontal activation [9-12]. While these findings may be 

true for carefully controlled stimuli, the generalizability of FAA as a general and reliable 

measure of emotion with more dynamic stimuli remains to be validated. Additionally, it is also 

important to highlight that FAA is a measure of approach and avoidance, and not a direct 

measure of emotional valence (e.g., joy and anger are both approach emotions, but of 

different valence). 

The gamma rhythm, consisting of a relatively high frequency variations, is modulated both by 

sensory input as well as higher-level processes such as working memory and attention. As a 
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result, gamma has been observed in a number of cortical as well as subcortical structures. In 

higher cortex, gamma power is elevated during working memory [13] and learning [14]. 

Traditionally, researchers have related gamma-band activity to states of enhanced arousal 

and focused attention [15] and have also suggested activity in this region as a measure of 

engagement (see section below on EEG in Consumer Neuroscience). Similarly, previous 

research has linked medial frontal beta activity to reward processing including reward 

anticipation, rewards delivery, rewards evaluation and choice [16]. Specifically, high-

frequency oscillation (beta and gamma bands) are thought of being well suited to synchronize 

the different components of the reward network and dynamic decision making, as they allow 

for the communication and integration of information across distant brain areas [17]. 

OTHER EEG ANALYTIC APPROACHES 
Event related potential (ERP) represents averaged time-related changes in the voltage level 

in response to a stimulus. The temporal resolution of these measurements is on the order of 

tens of milliseconds, allowing ERPs to detect rapid processing changes that take place in the 

human brain. However, to extract reliable signals, ERPs often require time-locked averaging 

across multiple repetitions of the same stimulus, making it ideal for experimental research but 

not so effective for applied consumer neuroscience. ERPs provide information about a broad 

range of cognitive and affective processes [18,19] and are defined by topography, latency and 

amplitude. While time-averaging can be performed at any of the electrodes, certain ERP 

components are more popular in the literature. These include: 

• A generic error processing component called error related negativity (ERN) or 

feedback-related negativity (FRN) which is a negative deflection in the averaged 

EEG time-series signal that occurs within 100ms of a response error or feedback 

[20]. 

• N1 (a negative deflection within the first 100ms of stimulus presentation), which 

reflects early attention selection and bottom-up sensory processing [21]. 

• P300 (a positive deflection in the scalp potential starting 300ms after stimulus 

presentation, see [22]) increases with greater top-down attention as well as with the 

motivational relevance of the task or the salience of the target stimulus [23, 24].  

• N200 (a negative deflection in the scalp potential starting 200ms after stimulus 

presentation; see [25]), which has been associated with attentional shifts, inhibition 

of motor responses, conflict monitoring, maintenance of contextual information and 

detection of mismatch depending on the regions over which it is measured [26]. 

Another hybrid ERP-based methodology is “steady state topography” (SST), which was 

developed by Silberstein and colleagues [27]. This unique method involves the use of an 

additional dim ongoing oscillating visual stimulus that is presented in the peripheral visual field 
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throughout the task, eliciting a small brain rhythmic sinusoidal response at the same 

frequency, termed the “steady-state visually evoked potential” (SSVEP). Changes in the 

phase of the extracted frequency represents variations in the latency between the SSVEP 

signal and the task itself. A latency reduction is considered as an increase in synaptic 

excitation, or simply “SST activity”, and vice versa. This technique, and its ability to measure 

differences in speed of processing in different regions of the brain, forms the basis of services 

offered by the neuromarketing firm Neuro-Insight, founded by Richard Silberstein. 

EMERGING AREA IN EEG ANALYSIS – 
INTER-SUBJECT CORRELATION 
EEG Inter-subject correlation (ISC, or synchronization, or coherence) is an EEG 

measurement that is particularly suitable for studies that involve continuous stimuli. Rather 

than averaging the responses across participants, ISC looks for the synchronization of 

responses across participants. If majority of the participants are responding similarly to a 

particular stimulus, it provides an index of engagement. (Note that this is not referring to the 

social influence of one participant on another, but the commonalities in the response towards 

an external stimulus at each of the different frequencies). In the original fMRI study where 

participants were freely viewing 30 min of a popular movie, the authors found high 

synchronization between subjects in primary, secondary and association areas in the visual 

and auditory systems. Specifically, they found that subjects’ activity patterns tended to 

synchronize more during emotionally engaging scenes [28,29] 

Extending this idea to EEG, Dmochowski and colleagues measured activity evoked by 

multiple presentations of short film clips across participants to locate events with high 

correlation across subjects. They found strong correspondence between arousing moments 

within the film and the occurrence of peak correlations of neural activity. These correlations 

reduce when the scenes are scrambled or when the film is viewed a second time [30]. Lastly, 

Barnett and Cerf demonstrate that use cross-brain correlations to measure the degree of 

similarity in how people perceive different movie trailers, and demonstrate that this similarity 

predicts important marketing outcomes [31]. While we return to the commercial implications 

of these findings in the next section, these findings provide converging evidence that 

synchrony or inter-subject correlation can become a reliable index of engagement, defined as 

the ability of a stimulus to capture and maintain attention consistency across a group of 

individuals. 
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EEG IN CONSUMER NEUROSCIENCE 
Most of the research in consumer neuroscience is based primarily on the frontal alpha 

asymmetry. For example, Ohme and colleagues showed that there are significant differences 

in frontal alpha asymmetry between two versions of a commercial with one altered scene [32]. 

Critically, while asymmetry is most commonly found in the alpha frequency band, it has been 

shown that asymmetry in the theta and gamma bands are related to retention between 

commercials, an element affecting preferences. Vecchiato and colleagues found that cortical 

activity elicited during the observation of TV commercials that were remembered was higher 

and localized in the left frontal brain areas when compared to the activity elicited during the 

presentation of the TV commercials that were later forgotten [33, 34]. In a later study, the 

group found an asymmetrical increase of theta and alpha activity in the left (right) hemisphere 

related to the observation of pleasant (unpleasant) video advertisements [35]. 

In the study by Dmochowski and colleagues discussed earlier [30], inter-subject correlation 

from a group of naive individuals in response to previously-broadcast television content 

predicted population level audience response, characterized by social media activity and 

audience ratings. Critically, the predictions were stronger for larger population-level audience 

than individuals from whom the neural data is obtained. Boksem and colleagues measured 

EEG oscillations as participants watched 18 movie trailers and predicted box office returns 

[16]. They found that medial frontal beta (16-18 Hz) correlated with preference ranking with 

participants and improved prediction beyond simply asking participants to state their 

willingness-to-purchase (WTP). However, though preference did not predict box office sales, 

activity in the medial frontal gamma did. In a more recent study, Barnett and Cerf used 

portable EEG to record brain activity of 58 moviegoers in a commercial theater and show that 

cross-brain correlation in alpha band across the whole brain predicts future free recall of the 

movie trailers and population-level sales of the corresponding movies [31]. 

Two other independent studies focused on predicting population-level behavior from neural 

data. In one study, participants were exposed to 8 Super Bowl commercials. While activity in 

the theta, beta and gamma bands all predicted ad liking, only activity in the theta band 

predicted ad recall and number of Youtube views for that ad [36]. Lastly, Christoforou and 

colleagues also sought to relate EEG activity from movie trailers to box office sales [17]. They 

estimated a cognitive-congruency metric (based on inter-subject coherence) for each of the 

frequency bands and used it to predict sales. They found that cognitive-congruency metric in 

the alpha band predicted about 70% of the variance in box office sales during the premiere 

weekend. 
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In summary, a series of studies show the ability of EEG metrics in predicting market 

performance, above and beyond traditional measures. Yet, the exact signals vary across 

studies (i.e. alpha in [31], gamma in [16] and [17], theta in [36]). This may be partly related to 

variability in analyses, the nature of stimuli and subject samples, and the actual metrics used 

to represent market performance. While additional research in still necessary, a meta-analysis 

by a group of researchers seems to suggest that activity in the gamma band may be the 

strongest candidate for predicting sales, while controlling for other variables [37]. 

EEG MEASUREMENTS AT IPSOS HOUSE 
The experimental lab at Ipsos France is equipped with a state-of-the-art 32 channel Biosemi 

EEG system. Relative to 64 channels, the 32 channel system provides reasonable whole-

brain coverage for questions in market research while optimizing set up time and complexity. 

This system was used to collect the multi-channel dataset with ground-truth stimuli and 

gambles. Preliminary analyses indicate that frontal alpha asymmetry (FAA) can reliably 

dissociate valence (gain vs. loss) in the gambling stimuli. While comprehensive analyses of 

this dataset is ongoing, the objectives include the evaluation of FAA as a reliable measure of 

emotional valence and arousal, the development of metrics for measuring attention and 

identification of EEG components that may be related to successful memory encoding and 

retrieval, and the evaluation of measures of synchrony in EEG responses as discussed above.  

The Ipsos House in Mexico is equipped to collect EEG data as part of broader neuro 

physiological measurements including heart rate, facial affective response, GSR, and eye 

tracking. To implement this capability in a relatively scalable manner, Ipsos House uses the 

iMotions software as it provides an integrated platform to simultaneously record and 

synchronize different streams of data. The B-Alert x10 from ABM was selected as an EEG 

system for Ipsos House given its compatibility with the iMotions platform. It is a wireless EEG 

headset with 9 active electrodes. The Ipsos House is equipped with hardware and software 

to collect and analyze EEG (and others) responses while participants are exposed to stimuli 

such as images and videos. 

The ABM headset and analytic model provides additional KPIs which include engagement 

(measure of attention and information processing) and workload (related to executive 

processes like working memory and problem solving). Additionally, the iMotions provides a 

measure of frontal alpha asymmetry as well as power spectral density (PSD) plots for each of 

the different frequency bands (alpha, beta, gamma, theta and delta). Based on the analyses 

with the ground-truth dataset, Ipsos can extend the EEG capabilities through the extension of 

analyses with these PSD outputs. 
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SUMMARY 
EEG is a popular and valuable methodology in the Consumer Neuroscience toolkit for 

obtaining insights into decision-making process and strategies. As outlined above, when used 

appropriately, EEG can be used to measure various aspects of processing ranging from 

attention to memory and emotional valence. In the context of the broader Dynamic 

Decision Making Model (DDMM) at Ipsos [38], EEG is particularly critical for measuring 

aspects of adaptive processing (e.g., conflict detection, executive processing and cognitive 

load). Analysis and models built from the ground-truth dataset analysis [39] will provide 

independent validations for the KPIs currently used at Ipsos House, and opportunities to 

extend them for service lines through the development of additional KPIs. 
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